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Called2Change-Augmented Reality
The Memorial's Called2Change program is available to ail 5th-12th graders
within a 60 mile radius. Using tablets, students interact with 3D buildings,

videos, overlays and more, immersing

them in the experience and bringing

1  \ 9^1 real-world environments from the
story into their classroom. Students
will have a deeper connection to the
story before experiencing the

Memorial, Uncover-Discover STEM

Lab and Museum firsthand. This all

leads to students being inspired to positively Impact and strengthen their
communities - to be Callecl2Change.

Field Trip
The Oklahoma City National Memorial & Museum welcomes school groups
from across the United States to visit the Memorial Museum and the Outdoor

Symbolic Memorial. Through an interactive tour of the Memorial Museum,
students are able to learn the story of hope

and healing that followed the bombing. The
Outdoor Symbolic Memorial offers students
a chance to reflect as they wander the sacred

ground meant to honor the victims,
survivors, rescuers, and all who were

changed forever on April 19,1995.

Essay Contest
Initiated in 2002, the annual Essay Contest provides an opportunity for

students to share their ideas, opinions and experiences in response to

prompts related to the Memorial's mission. The contest, open to students

in grades five through twelve, features first, second and third place awards
with cash prizes in four categories.

This program is made possible through the generous support of Allegiance Credit Union.

Uncover-Discover Lab

Combine science, technology,
engineering and mathematics

(STEM) concepts with history in
the Inasmuch Uncover-Discover

Lab. Students are able to use

interactive touch-screen tables in an environment that stimulates learning and

connects the past with the future. Currently, two lessons are available:
Structures & Waves and Forensics S Investigations. Reservations are required.

First Person: Stories of Hope
First Person: Stories of Hope is a program that
provides students the opportunity to experience

history - and the Oklahoma Standard - from those

who lived it. Speakers include family members,

survivors, first responders, journalists, judges,

FBI agents, and others directly impacted by the
bombing or involved in the investigation and trials. First Person programs are
available for school groups by appointment.
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Virtual Hope Trunk
Bring artifacts into your classroom
through Virtual Hope Trunks\ This

new online resource is an exciting

way to teach students about the
Oklahoma City bombing and the

remarkable response. Take a 360

view or zoom in on objects and artifacts. Watch videos that help dive

deeper into the story. Teachers can select an already curated Virtual Hope
Trunk or build their own trunk from the Virtual Archives. The Memorial will

continually add new curated Virtual Hope Trunks and artifacts.

OKLAHOMA
-STANDARD

Oklahoma Standard

The Oklahoma Standard was born

out of the overwhelming community
response to the Oklahoma City
bombing on April 19, 1995. The core

tenets of the Oklahoma Standard are service, honor, and kindness. To learn

more about the Oklahoma Standard and how communities come together

in challenging times, visit OklahomaStandard.com.

Professional Development
Professional development at the Oklahoma City National Memorial &
Museum is a unique experience. Workshops on a variety of topics are

offered for educators, administrators and counselors to enhance their

understanding of the bombing and its implications. In addition,
participants learn how to use the resources and educational materials

available to impact school climate and teach students to make good
choices - to act with respect, resilience and responsibility.

Education Materials

Lesson plans and resources to help teach about

the April 19, 1995, bombing are available at

MemorialMuseum.com. Students will learn

about a significant historical event, as well as
important life lessons - that choices have
consequences, that violence does not solve

problems or effect change, and that each of us
must do our part to make the world a better place.

Oklahoma City Memorial Marathon
Join the thousands that come together in a Run to

Remember, held annually on the last Sunday in April.

Students in grades 6th and under can participate in

the Kids Marathon, while older students can run in

other races offered. Not a runner? Volunteer

opportunities are available in a variety of areas. Visit
okcmarathon.com for more information.

Visit MemorfalMuseumxom/educators or contact Lynne Porter, Director of
Educational Experience for more information on these programs.
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